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Abstract—As the scale of power systems has become larger,
intelligence for wide-area protection has been required. Among
these, the frequency monitoring network (FNET) has been an
important rule. Many PMUs (phase measurement unit) have
been developed for wide-area protection, but a frequency-based
one has not developed yet. In this paper, a monitoring system
development for a new-type of Korean FNET is introduced.
Simulation results are given to show the validation of the
proposed system.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing importance of constant monitoring to
achieve stable power supply. A power monitoring system
monitors power system status based on real-time compilation
of data acquired by various sensor elements installed on power
transmission line(T/L) and facilities[1]. The power frequency is
an important operating parameter of a power system. Due to
the sudden change in generation and loads or faults in power
system, the frequency is supposed to deviate from its nominal
value. It is essential that the frequency of a power system be
maintained very close to its nominal frequency. As well, it is
very significant to the frequency and frequency deviation for
special applications such as generator protection, synchronism
checking, load shedding frequency protection relays, and volts
per Hertz relay. Thus, frequency measurement device and
frequency estimator should be fast and accurate in determining
of frequency of power system. Accurate monitoring of the
power frequency is essential to optimum operation and
prevention for wide area blackout[2,3], too. Recently, time
synchronized frequency estimation methods for GPS-based
FNET(Frequency Monitoring Network) and GPS(Global
Positioning System)-based PMU(Phasor Measurement Unit)
have been attracted[4-8].
In this paper, a monitoring system development for a newtype of Korean FNET is introduced. We propose a new
network-based frequency monitoring system using frequency
estimation technique based on phasor angle difference
algorithm for wide-area protection and control[9-11]. The
Power system model, real 765[kV] T/L, is simulated by the
EMTP-RV program. We used the voltage signals, which were
sampled with 720[Hz] per cycle obtained from EMTP-RV

simulation[12]. The frequency
implemented using VS 6.0.

monitoring

S/W

was

This paper is organized as follows: In section II, we
describe frequency estimation technique using DFT filter based
phasor angle difference algorithm. In section III, the power
system model used for the simulation is described. In section
IV, the developed frequency monitoring system for a new-type
Korean FNET is presented, followed by the conclusions.
II.

FREQUENCY ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE

Consider that frequency response of the DFT filter can be
expressed by equation (1).

n −1
−k
H ( Z ) = ∑ Vz Z
k =0

(1)

For extraction of fundamental frequency component using
DFT filter, the real and imaginary parts computed using
samples corresponding to n-th data window can be used to
represent the signal in phasor form by equation (2).

Vn = Vrn

+

jVin

(2)

Where Vrn and Vin are the real and imaginary parts
computed using samples from the nth data window. Similarly,
Vrn +1 and Vin +1 are the real and imaginary parts computed
using samples from the (n+1)th data window.
Fig.1 depicts the fundamental frequency phasors
corresponding to nth and (n+1)th data windows. As can be
seen from Fig.1, The phase angle difference (θ n +1 − θ n ) ,
equation (3), represents the rotation of the phasors as data
window is advanced by one sample.
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θ n+1 − θ n = tan − 1[

VrnVi ( n+1) − VinVr ( n+1)
VrnVi ( n+1) + VinVr ( n+1)

]

(3)
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Finally, estimation frequency can be obtained by equation
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(4).
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Where Fs is the sampling frequency.

Figure 2. Power system model of EMTP-RV used for the simulation

Figure 1. Fundamental frequency phasors corresponding to n th and n+1 th
data windows

III.

POWER SYSTEM MODEL[12]

For an evaluation of the implemented frequency monitoring
S/W, the voltage signals were used. The voltage data were
obtained from EMTP–RV simulation sampled with 12[S/C].
The 765[kV] T/L system in Korea is simulated by EMTP-RV.
Fig. 2 shows the power system model used for the simulation.
The modeling for the governor and exciter of Uljin N/P and
Dangjin T/P were obtained based on real data, and T/L
between Shin-gapyung and Shin-ansung was simulated based
on the places where the construction will be done. From the
765[kV] T/L system as shown in Fig. 2, voltages were
measured of six regions (Dangjin, Shin-seosan, Shin-ansung,
Shin-gapyung, Shin-taebaek, and Uljin). All the frequencies are
estimated from the measured voltage data as shown in Fig. 2,
and each frequency for local area is analyzed using the
monitoring S/W. Fig. 3 shows the simulated EMTP voltage
data of the power system model.

Figure 3. Simulated EMTP voltage data

IV.

IMPLEMENTATION OF A NEW-TYPE KOREAN FNET

In this section, the implemented new-type Korean FNET is
introduced. The monitoring S/W consists of five parts: data
acquisition, DFT filtering, frequency estimation, stability
determination, and GUI for display. The data acquisition is a
charge in reading local voltage data of power system model
using EMTP-RV. The parts composed of DFT filtering and
frequency estimation estimates the corresponding frequency
based on the voltage data. At the same time, or it is determined
whether or not the system is stable based on IEEE Std
C50.13TM-2005[13] as Table 2 in real-time manner. As such,
after the frequency is estimated and the stability is checked, the
results are displayed on monitor. Fig. 4 shows the monitoring
flowchart of the proposed Korean FNET. Fig. 5 shows the
screenshot of the graphic user interface (GUI) implemented for
the monitoring system. The GUI provides two monitoring
modes: the wide-area ((A) in Fig. 5) and local-area ((B) in Fig.
5) monitoring modes. Once the wide-area monitoring mode as
shown in (A) of Fig. 5 is selected, overall status of the power
system including the voltage ((C) in Fig. 5), the frequency ((D)
in Fig. 5), and the stability index ((E) in Fig. 5) can be
monitored in real-time manner. As well, by clicking the
interesting spot (marked as the circle in Fig. 5), the supervisor
can switch the current (wide-area) monitoring mode to localarea one, and check the status of the region. Fig. 6 shows the
screenshot of local-area monitoring GUI.

Figure 5. A screenshot of the monitoring system

Figure 6. A screenshot of local-area monitoring

V.

Figure 4. Monitoring flowchart of Korean FNET

CONCLUSIONE

In this paper, a new network-based frequency monitoring
system is implemented and examined for the validation. For the
implementation of the proposed monitoring system, first the
modeling for real 765[kV] T/L system was done using EMTPRV, and the corresponding voltages were obtained in 6 regions
for the model of power system. Based on the phasor angle
difference algorithm, the system could estimate the frequency
and check its stability in real time. With two monitoring

modes, it is expected that the proposed monitoring system
could provide an easy and intuitive monitoring environment to
users.
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